Genetic polymorphisms on 8q24.1 and 4p16.3 are not linked with urothelial carcinoma of the bladder in contrast to their association with aggressive upper urinary tract tumours.
Bladder urothelial carcinoma (bladder-UC) displays distinct genotypic differences compared to upper tract UC (UTUC). We recently reported specific 8q24 SNP variants confer susceptibility to UTUC and aggressive disease features. Herein, we evaluate a bladder-UC cohort to see whether similar polymorphisms are linked similarly same way with disease risk and aggressiveness. 231 bladder-UC patients and 261 benign controls were matched for gender, age, ethnicity and smoking habits. We retrospectively retrieved information on tumour stage, grade, size, multiplicity, carcinoma in situ and tumour number. DNA was extracted from paraffin-embedded primary bladder-UC samples and blood of benign controls. Genotyping of rs9642880[T] (8q24.1) and rs798766[T] (4p16.3) was performed using commercially available Taqman(®) assays and the ABI™ 7000 Sequence Detector. Using a case-control analysis, bladder-UC risk was increased in individuals carrying the T/T genotype of rs9642880 [OR = 1.72 (95 % CI 1.1-2.8); p = 0.028] and rs798766 [OR = 1.84 (95 % CI 0.9-2.3); p = 0.01]. When analysing parameters of bladder-UC aggressiveness, the T/T genotypes for rs9642880 and rs798766 were not found to be associated with either grade [OR = 0.89 (95 % CI 0.52-1.32; p = 0.68) and OR = 0.95 (95 % CI 0.58-1.48; p = 0.61), respectively] or pathological stage [OR = 0.79 (95 % CI 0.42-1.48; p = 0.46) and OR = 0.90 (95 % CI 0.49-1.61; p = 0.72), respectively]. SNP variability of rs9642880[T] and rs798766[T] is associated with an increased risk of bladder-UC but we did not find an association with disease aggressiveness as we did previously for UTUC. This is further evidence of the distinct genetic differences that exist between bladder-UC and UTUC, and it is not possible to extrapolate results of genetic studies between these two urothelial disease entities.